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Abstract
Canine papillomavirus (CPV) is a common entity in dogs that can be trans-
mitted by direct and indirect contact and cause lesions in various parts of 
the body. It is the main cause of benign tumors; however, if not detected 
in time, it is a risk factor for the development of squamous cell carcinoma, 
documented with high mortality. To clarify demographic generalities, location 
of lesions, and findings involved in CPV detection, a systematic review of case 
reports of CPV was performed. The PRISMA statement was followed. Litera-
ture was searched in PubMed, DOAJ, and CAB Abstracts from 2011 to date. 
The articles collected were tabulated in Excel with the variables of interest.  A 
total of 54 articles were obtained from the search, and 11 were included in  
the review after the screening and selection process. The analysis of the 
information allowed us to identify that among the case reports there were  
4 investigations with male dogs, 2 females and 5 unspecified. Age ranged 
from 2 to 12 years. The breed with more cases reported was the Labrador 
retriever and 6 reported cases with neutered patients. Regarding the location 
of the lesions, the most common was the oral cavity, and the main find-
ings were the need to identify new subtypes of CPV, and the development 
of lesions at lower CD4 and CD8 lymphocyte counts. Further research, en- 
couragement of veterinary medical personnel, and dissemination of CPV- 
related literature are needed to make this pathology visible and initiate future 
public health actions. 
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Study contribution
CPV has been under-reported and veterinary medical personnel are unfamiliar  
with the topic; also, the population demands scientific literature that provides know-
ledge to the entire medical community. It is imperative to disseminate existing 
knowledge through systematic reviews that provide data using scientific methods. 
The results of this research are unique in their nature because they can be used by 
all veterinary medical fields for interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary collaboration 
in the development of projects involving the study of CPV.

Introduction
Canine papillomavirus (CPV) is a highly transmissible and common disease in dogs 
that can cause lesions in various parts of their anatomy.(1) It has been reported  
in young dogs under 3 years of age and is the main cause of benign epithelial 
tumors.(2) Its early identification can lead to successful treatment and not impair 
quality of life; however, if not detected early, it serves as a risk factor for the de-
velopment of squamous cell carcinoma, which has been documented to have 
a high mortality rate.(3,  4) Currently, the scientific literature on this topic focuses 
mainly on its detection by visualization and molecular detection and the treatment 
of papillomatous lesions. The timely knowledge of diseases in dogs is the first link 
in promoting health in dogs by making it simpler and more effective to reach.(2,  4)

At this time, several authors around the world have explicitly stated the rele-
vance of CPV focusing on its clinical aspects,(5–7) as an attempt to envision this 
disease as an area of opportunity to be approached for further study from different 
spheres of science, however, little is known about the demographic generalities 
involving this population, the location of lesions and findings involved in their de-
tection,(8,  9) thus,  we conducted a systematic review on case reports to shed light 
on this issues and to summarize the available evidence on generalities in CPV. In 
this study, we addressed the following question to be answered in this systematic 
review according to the PICOS framework: In dogs (Population) with CPV (Interven-
tion), compared to those without it (Comparator), what are the generalities related 
to this virus with respect to the sociodemographic profile, location of lesions, and 
findings (Outcomes) in case reports (Study design)?

Materials and methods
The present study adhered to the recommendations of the Preferred Report-
ing Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement for 
systematic reviews,(10) where the proposed methodology was followed using a 
checklist of guidelines, which was strictly followed in this work. At all times, the 
information collected was verified in the peer review process. In agreement 
with the PRISMA-P statement, a protocol was elaborated to serve as a basis for 
the present systematic review, which is available on the website https://osf.io/
rqn7j/?view_only=9a8722a800c24a77bd7e90c415c31a3

https://veterinariamexico.fmvz.unam.mx/
https://veterinariamexico.fmvz.unam.mx/
https://osf.io/rqn7j/?view_only=9a8722a800c24a77bd7e90c415c31a3
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Eligibility and exclusion criteria, information sources,  
and search strategy
Eligibility and exclusion criteria were assessed through the PICO-S framework. De-
tailed information is summarized in supplementary data.

Existing literature was reviewed from 2011 to 2022. The databases reviewed 
were PubMed, Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), and CAB Abstracts. 
Medical subject heading (MeSH) terms and boolean operators were applied to 
PubMed. For DOAJ and CAB Abstracts, only boolean operators were employed 
because the title did not have MeSH terms and the search could not be executed 
properly. The search for information in the gray literature was omitted. The search 
in the databases was performed under the approach described in Table 1.

The selection of studies
Regarding the inclusion criteria, we selected scientific research that addressed CPV 
in the title or abstract. The last search was performed on 30 December 2022. The 
articles were selected according to a rubric containing the inclusion criteria and 
underwent a sequential screening process always performed by peers through the 
analysis of the title, abstract, and full text. Additionally, the quality of evidence was 
assessed according to the design of the full text case reports analyzed using the 
CARE guidelines checklist.(11)

Data extraction
The data analysis was synthesized narratively, and the results were tabulated indi-
vidually. A table was made in Excel software, where the main characteristics of each 
publication were placed: article number, reference, year, country, age, sex, race of 
the patient, location of the papillomatous lesions, objective, results, conclusions, 
and findings.

Data synthesis
The information is summarized in tables and compared. Percentages were used as 
the main summary measures.

Table 1. Search strategies in databases

Source Search strategies Articles

PubMed ((“canine s”[All Fields] OR “dogs”[MeSH Terms] OR “dogs”[All Fields] OR “canine”[All 
Fields] OR “canines”[All Fields]) AND “papillomaviridae”[MeSH Terms] AND (“case 
reports”[Publication Type] OR “case report”[All Fields])) AND (2012:2022[pdat])

26

DOAJ canine papillomavirus AND case report 24

CAB Abstracts [All: case report] AND [All: canine]
AND [All: papillomavirus]

4

https://veterinariamexico.fmvz.unam.mx/
https://veterinariamexico.fmvz.unam.mx/
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The risk of bias assessment of individual studies
Two reviewers involved in this study assessed the risk of bias at the result level 
using the ROBINS (Risk Of Bias In Non-randomized Studies) tool and the Excel 
template proposed by Higgins et al.(12) Domains were included as follows: D1: 
Does not apply (the randomization process). D2: Does not apply (deviations from 
intervention). D3: The study describes in sufficient detail a complete case report 
of a dog with CPV to allow the scientific community to make inferences related to 
their own practice (missing outcome data). D4: The patient represents the whole 
experience of the investigator (measurement of the outcome). D5: The study  
presents a complete section of results with findings, is adequately ascertained, 
and there were other alternative causes that may explain the observation ruled out  
(reported results).

Data were uploaded to the robvis website (https://mcguinlu.shinyapps.io/rob-
vis/), allowing the production of high-quality figures (Traffic-light plot and Summary 
plot) that encompass the risk of bias assessments. The risk of bias was performed 
per research article and in general.

Results
The literature search yielded 54 articles related to the topic of interest: 26 in PubMed, 
24 in DOAJ, and 4 in CAB Abstracts. Among the total number of articles, none 
was eliminated for being duplicated in the databases; therefore, 54 articles were  
analyzed in text and abstract, of which 32 were eliminated because they were not in  
line with the interests of the present investigation. The remaining 22 articles were  
analyzed in title and full text, of which 11 were eliminated because they did not 
address topics related to CPV; therefore, 11 articles were included in the final  
review. A flow diagram representing the screening and selection process is pre- 
sented in Figure 1.

The 11 articles included in this systematic review corresponded to research 
from 9 countries (USA, Japan, Switzerland, Canada, New Zealand, Brazil, Nigeria, 
India, and France), from 2011 due to the fact that publications before that date 
did not state that they were case reports in their title and were excluded from the 
search, mainly due to the publication of CARE guidelines in 2013 that requested 
primarily to specify the title followed by the words “case report”. All the literature 
collected was in English. The most relevant information is presented below and can 
be found in Table 2.

The risk of bias within studies
Regarding general bias analysis, among the 11 included studies, only one was clas-
sified as high risk (9.10 %), four with some concerns (36.36 %) and five with low 
risk (45.45 %) (Figure 2).

When risk analysis by domain was carried out, the following results were found: 
D1: Not applicable, D2: Not applicable, D3: 70 % low risk, 25 % some concerns and  
5 % high risk, D4: 80 % low risk and 20 % some concerns, D5: 80 % low risk 
and 20 % some concerns, D5: 80 % low risk and 20 % some concerns. A summary 
of the risk of bias assessment figure can be found in supplementary data. 

https://veterinariamexico.fmvz.unam.mx/
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Records identified through electronic 
database searching
(n = 54)

▪ PubMed (n = 26)
▪ Directory of Open Access Journals DOAJ 
   (n = 24)
▪ CAB Abstracts (n = 4)

References identified through 
handsearching

(n = 0)

Records after duplicates 
removal (n = 54)

Records after title and abstract 
screening (n = 22)

Duplicates (n = 0)

Records excluded (n = 32)

▪  Not in line with the interests of the 
    present investigation

Records after full-text articles review 
assessed for eligibility (n = 11)

Studies included in final synthesis 
(n = 11)
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Full-text articles excluded with reasons 
(n = 11)
 
▪  Not a dog subject (n = 6)
 ▪ Not a case report study (n = 3)
 ▪ Location of CPV lesions not reported  
    (n = 1)
 ▪ Findings not declared  (n = 1)

Studies that include generalities 
in CPV, including sociodemographic 
profile, location of lesions and findings 
(n = 11).

Figure 1. Study selection flowchart.

0% 50%25% 75% 100%

Bias arising from the randomization process

Bias in selection of the reported result

Bias in measurement of the outcome

Bias due to missing outcome data

Bias due to deviations from intended interventions

Overall risk of bias

Low risk Some concerns High risk No information

Figure 2. Study-specific risk of judgment.

https://veterinariamexico.fmvz.unam.mx/
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Table 2. Main results of the literature

Reference Year/
Country

Age/Sex/Dog 
breed

The 
location of 

lesions
Objective Results Conclusions Findings

Iyori et al., 2019 2019

Japan

A 9-year-old, 
male, French 
bulldog

 \ Footpads To describe a case of 
papillomavirus type 2 
related papillomatosis 
on footpads in a dog

The full genome sequence of 
CPV-2 in the subject showed 
99.95 % nucleotide identity 
with that of CPV-2 from the 
reference data

In nonimmunocompromised 
dogs, CPV-2-related footpad 
papillomatosis could 
spontaneously resolve after 
a biopsy

Two weeks after a 
biopsy, the skin lesion 
spontaneously regressed 
without any specific 
treatment

Lange et al., 
2012

2011

Switzerland

A 2-year-
old, female, 
Dachshund-mix

 \ Elbow To apply, describe 
and test the use 
of recent data and 
techniques to assess 
a putative case of 
papillomatosis in a 
dog

The presence of viral DNA 
was confirmed in the lesions 
by hybridization with specific 
probes

CPV8 may be regarded as 
the fourth member of the 
Chi-papillomavirus genus. 
Genomic sequences can 
be useful in predicting the 
clinical features of CPV 
infection

Viruses belonging to this 
genus induce pigmented 
plaques in dogs

Luff et al., 2016 2016

USA

A 9-year-old, 
sex unspecified, 
Basenji 

 \ Extremities
 \ Head
 \ Face
 \ Body

To report the 
progression of PV-
associated pigmented 
plaques to metastatic 
squamous cell 
carcinoma

Strong nuclear 
immunoreactivity inside 
keratinocytes from pigmented 
plaques in both dogs was 
detected by PV antigen 
immunohistochemistry, 
supporting an active viral 
infection.

More compelling proof of 
a causal relationship would 
require more information 
about the capacity of viral 
oncogenes to change cells.

Although these findings 
imply a connection 
between canine CPV 
infection and malignant 
transformation, they are 
by no means conclusive.

Malsawmsangi et 
al., 2019

2019

India

Not specified  \ Anal region To describe a case 
with multiple growths 
on the skin

Clinical examination revealed 
multiple papillomatous 
outgrowths on the skin surface 
under the tail near the anal 
region 

Histopathological 
examination is needed to 
confirm a lesion as papilloma

The surface was hard 
and thick nodules with 
horn like projection

Munday et al., 
2015

2015

New 
Zealand

A 7-year-old, 
intact male, 
Labrador

 \ Oral cavity
 \ Mucosa

To describe multiple 
oral carcinomas 
associated with a 
novel papillomavirus 
in a dog

Sequencing revealed that the 
DNA was from a novel PV that 
appears most closely related 
to canine PV-2 and -7

Whether the PV infection 
influenced neoplasm 
development cannot be 
definitively determined in 
this case

The presence of p16 
immunostaining and the 
development of multiple 
oral carcinomas support 
the role of the PV in 
tumorigenesis in this dog

Nwoha et al., 
2013

2013

Nigeria

Four indigenous 
breeds of dogs 
between the 
ages of 4-5 
months

 \ Corners of 
the mouth

To review the 
importance of 
surgical intervention 
on papillomatosis 

Papilloma growth is frequently 
surgically removed by dog 
owners, ostensibly for 
aesthetic reasons, which 
can occasionally be harmful, 
especially for older dogs.

The majority of canine oral 
papillomatosis regresses 
naturally without therapy, 
although there are drugs 
available for its treatment.

Dogs should be under 
veterinarian care for 
prompt treatment when 
oncogenic cells invade 
growth.
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Reference
Year/

Country
Age/Sex/Dog 

breed

The 
location of 

lesions
Objective Results Conclusions Findings

Regalado Ibarra 
et al., 2018

2018

Canada

A 3-year-old, 
male, Labrador 
retriever 
(neutered)

 \ Upper and 
lower jaws

To discuss the 
possible causes of 
chronic infection 
and factors that have 
contributed to OSCC 

The presence of CPV-1 DNA in 
OSCC suggests that this virus 
might play a significant role in 
OSCC 

A nonregressive, refractory 
oral CPV-1 infection in a dog 
where the presence of co-
infection by other PVs can be 
excluded

After 18 months, the 
patient developed 
OSCC within of the oral 
papillomas

Richman et al., 
2017

2017

USA

A 1.5-year-
old, neutered, 
French bulldog

A 2.5-year-
old, neutered 
Golden 
retriever

A 4-year-old, 
neutered, 
Maltese terrier 

 \ Face
 \ Legs
 \ Gum

To describe the 
history, lesions, and 
therapeutic outcomes 
of three dogs with 
persistent viral 
papillomas.

Using cryotherapy, all lesions 
in each case healed. One 
round of treatment was 
needed in two cases, while 
two courses were needed in 
one case.

Cryotherapy may be an 
effective therapeutic option 
for canine papilloma lesions 
that refuse to go away, 
as seen by the obvious 
clearance of these lesions.

To conclusively show 
that this form of therapy, 
like other therapeutic 
methods, is actually 
successful, large-scale 
clinical investigations are 
necessary.

Sumathi et al., 
2019

2019

India

A 3-year-old, 
male Labrador 
retriever

 \ Face
 \ Extremities
 \ Periocular 
 \ Ears
 \ Tail

To review the 
management of 
cutaneous papilloma 
in a dog

The dog was treated with 
Thuja ointment topically, and 
thuja oral drops, Immunol® 
syrup and supportive 
medication. Regression of skin 
lesions was observed after 20 
days of therapy

Papillomas may originate as 
solitary cutaneous growth or 
multiple oral papillomas, and 
may even appear on genital 
(venereal), eyelids, and 
conjunctival areas based on 
variant of CPV affected

Often lesions may 
disappear spontaneously 
as the animal acquires 
immunity

Valle, 2021 2020

Brasil

A 3-year-old, 
female, Pug 

 \ Mouth
 \ Tongue

To report the oral 
papillomatosis 
treatment in two 
young dogs

Homeopathic therapy 
combined with injectable and 
oral administration of Thuya 
occidentalis and Viscum 
album shows excellent results 
in disease resolution

The combination of the 
homeopathic medicines T. 
occidentalis and V. album 
showed excellent effects 
in treating canine oral 
papillomatosis.  

Further studies 
combining both 
medicines are 
recommended to 
confirm this activity in 
other patients

Yu et al., 2019 2019

Japan

Pug, age and 
sex unspecified

A 11-year-old, 
Yorkshire terrier 

 \ Forelimb
 \ Lower 
abdomen

 \ Nipple
 \ Forelimb

To examin|e four 
dogs for CPV 
genotype and 59 viral 
localizations in the 
lesions

In one dog, a neoplastic lesion 
developed in association with 
60 pigmented viral plaque

The CPV18 gene was also 
detected in a lesion of 
cytokeratin-14- 29 and 
P63-positive basal cell tumor 
that developed adjacent to a 
pigmented viral plaque 

This is the first report 
of basal 32 cell tumor 
associated with CPV18 
infection in dogs, which 
may be associated with 
the development of basal 
cell tumor

OSCC:  Oral squamous cell carcinoma.
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Sociodemographic profile of the population
The literature refers to case reports with 4 male dogs, 2 female dogs, and 5 of 
unspecified sex (some articles had more than one case reported). Ages ranged 
from 2 to 12 years, with those younger than 3 years being the most prevalent  
group.(13–16) Case reports were documented in the breeds Dachshund-mix,  
Yorkshire terrier, Labrador retriever, English pointer, French bulldog, Shih tzu,  
Chihuahua, Basenji, Staffordshire Bull terrier, Pug, French bulldog, Golden retriever,  
and Maltese terrier. The breed with the most reported cases was Labrador  
retriever.(6, 14, 17, 18) Among the 11 articles collected, 6 reported cases with castrated 
patients.(2, 14, 18–20)

The location of lesions
All articles considered in the present systematic review reported papillomatous 
lesions in various parts of the body, including elbow, forelimb, lower abdomen, 
nipple, upper and lower jaw, hindlimb, gingiva, footpads, oral cavity, oral mucosa, 
upper lip, extremities, head, face, body, anal region, corners of the mouth, tongue, 
extremities, periocular areas, ears, and tail. The most frequent site reported was the 
oral cavity in general.(6, 14, 15, 19, 21)

Findings
Unlike Human Papillomavirus (HPV), where more than 200 subtypes have been 
reported, in CPV only about eight have been reported, all attributable to the induc-
tion of pigmented plaques in dogs. There is scientific evidence supporting the doc-
umentation of new subtypes such as CPV17 and CPV18, which may be associated 
with the development of basal cell tumor.(6–22) Also, postoperative follow-up of 
patients who have undergone surgical excision of papillomatous lesions is essential 
because there may be remission with oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) de-
velopment, especially in the mouth.(18–22) On the other hand, the authors report 
surgical excision as the treatment itself since spontaneous remission after the pro-
cedure has been reported.(23) 

In addition to the above, immune status in patients is stated as a key factor in 
the presence of such lesions, with those with low CD4 and CD8 lymphocyte counts 
being susceptible to a higher risk of developing papillomatous lesions.(2,  20,  24) Al-
ternatively, the data provided by Valle,(15) on the treatment of papillomatous lesions 
through the use of Thuja occidentalis, a tree species of the Cupressaceae family, is 
noteworthy, mentioning that its injectable application shows excellent results in the 
resolution of the disease.

Discussion
In the present study, majority of CPV case reports were found in patients younger 
than 3 years of age, which agrees with authors such as Chang et al.(25) and Sharma 
et al.,(26) who state that this pathology is mainly found in young dogs. Secondly, 
here it was found that males and females are equally affected and there is no pre-
dilection of CPV with respect to sex, the above is congruent with that reported by 

https://veterinariamexico.fmvz.unam.mx/
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previous studies such as Putnová et al.,(27) and Braley and Luff,(28) that recognize 
no predilection of CPV and certain sociodemographic characteristics among them 
sex, however, it disagrees with authors such as Thaiwong et al.,(29) who say that sex 
is determinant, being male the most affected. In terms of age, the data from Braley 
and Luff(28) are opposite to those found here, as they report a higher prevalence of 
lesions derived from CPV in mature patients.

Regarding the location of papillomatous lesions, there is little literature about 
it; however, we find the data of Putnová et al.(27) and Raj et al.,(4) who stipulated 
the oral cavity including all its structures (gingiva, tongue, and palate) as the most 
prevalent site of this type of lesions, data reported in the same way in this study. 
Concerning the appearance of papillomatous lesions, it is essential to mention that 
in the present study certain authors found that these lesions can be eradicated  
spontaneously without specifying a time interval;(17,  24) this data should be  
generalized with caution, because even within the studies collected here the infor-
mation is contrasting(13–15,  21,  30,  31) and in other databases where it is mentioned 
that these lesions may not be eliminated by themselves, but increase in size over 
time.(29,  32,  33)

As it confers the treatment of CPV, the literature is ambiguous. In the present 
systematic review, it was found that surgical intervention in patients affected with 
CPV is a viable choice,(21) and the use of T. occidentalis as alternative treatment; 
however, there is no further information on this subject. In addition to the previous 
treatment, the authors mention pharmacological treatments specifically with azith-
romycin and a combination of topical antibiotic and steroids.(34–36) Nicholls and 
Stanley(37) also express electrosurgery as treatment and declare no preference for 
CPV and breed of dog.(38) It is worth noting that the use of substances as homeo-
pathic treatment for CPV is a little-documented finding.(15) Furthermore, there are 
authors who have documented the resolution of papillomatous warts even with-
out treatment. In consensus of the authors of the present study, this information  
cannot be discussed so vaguely, so the panorama is open to continue deepening in  
this aspect.

Canine papillomavirus subtypes have been an active area of research in this 
field, so authors such as Lange et al.(13) and Zhou et al.,(1) report CPV subtypes 
17 and 18 in dogs as the most prevalent; however, authors such as Zhou et al.,(39) 
Tisza et al.,(40) Regalado Ibarra et al.,(14) and Malsawmsangi and Dawngliana,(30) 

who argue the detection of subtypes 1, 6, 12 data not found in the present system-
atic review. Similarly, Oğuzoğlu et al.(41) manifested CPV type 1 as the most preva-
lent; however, highlights the fact of being breeds of dogs with pedigree registration, 
hypothesizing the increase of this condition in purebred dogs. This last data has not 
been found in the literature collected in this systematic review and constitutes an 
area of opportunity for researchers interested in the area to increase the existing 
knowledge regarding CPV and pure breeds.

Limitations
The main limitations of this study is the scarce bibliography found, some investiga-
tions were not indexed in the Journal Citation Reports (JCR), and others were ten 
years or older. On the other hand, it is considered a limitation not to have included 
case reports that were presented on the web pages of veterinary colleges and 
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associations, which although they presented a case of a patient with CPV, did not 
have the scientific rigor required for a scientific publication. Also, there were case 
reports found in discussion forums by veterinary medical personnel, but they did 
not present a proposed methodology and sometimes even photographs.

It can also be considered a limitation not to have included unpublished ma-
terial such as these, dissertations, and school projects that can contribute reliable 
information to the present study. This systematic review makes available to the 
scientific community an easy understanding of the generalities related to CPV that 
are directly linked to veterinary clinical practice.

Conclusions
This systematic review highlights the poor scientific evidence surrounding this ca-
nine health problem. However, these results show that canine papillomavirus is 
a viral entity that has no gender, age, or racial predilection, and its most reported 
clinical manifestations are papillomatous lesions mainly in the oral cavity with a 
non-stable treatment, which reflects the need for further research on this topic.

The full knowledge of generalities about reported cases of CPV is of vital im-
portance as a tool to raise awareness of infrequent and unnoticed pathologies in a 
vulnerable population such as dogs that can cause the formation of small warts or 
tumors on the skin and mucous membranes. Although most cases are self-limiting 
and resolve on their own, some infections may require treatment. There are some 
documented types of this virus such as 1, 6, 16, 18; however, the differentiation 
between high and low risk has not yet been established.

Future researchers interested in the subject should direct their projects to gen-
erate literature that allows establishing a health diagnosis in different cohorts, such 
as epidemiological studies first and then experimental studies. On the other hand, 
inter- and multidisciplinary work is highly advisable, since it is a pathology mainly lo-
cated in the oral cavity and with repercussions at a general level, efforts of all areas 
of medical sciences with veterinary medical personnel can achieve great results.
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